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Akən Aytis is a particular type of Akən arts of Kazaks, an extempore singing art.
“Akən” is a general term of a poet, singer, and folk artists; “Aytis” has a meaning of
debating and disputation, is also a particular genre in Kazak’s literature. Akən Aytis has
unique oral cultural traditions, an ideal combination of oral literature and poetry which was
created in the long history of nomadic society. In Kazak society, Akən Aytis is not only a
cultural sign of symbols, but also the means of ethnic memory and
identity.Akən Aytis has been showing its endurance with the wide spreading, the closeness
of peoples life in its early developing times and also prosperous period.
This paper is going to do some primary studies on the origin of Akən Aytis in Yili,
Xinjiang, the definition of it and the Kazak’s musical view in order to find out the exact
meaning of this particular art, the reason of it being the part of Kazak’s culture, its value
and the relationship with social life. Later, combining two different cases, using the
theoretical methods of Musicology and Anthropology, will deeply analyze the cultural
elements of Kazak’s Akən Aytis. At the same time, with the perspective of history and
modern time, will do comprehensive study of Akən Aytis as a whole part. Finally, to
research the cultural value of Akən Aytis from the perspective of spiritual needs, try to
elaborate the true meaning and the value of it in Kazak’s society.
The researches which are related to Akən Aytis have started 1980s in China; most of
them were about music ontology. There were scholars who had mentioned its social
functions, but there still is no particular research which specialized in its social functions
and the cultural value. The research of this paper plays a significant role in comprehending
the music of Kazaks in Xinjiang, the important position of Akən Aytis among Kazak’s
culture, the function and the value of this oral art. Furthermore, will be a supplement of
research about the typical music pattern of nomads.
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最后还梳理了从 19 世纪到 20 世纪音乐的创作与发展。可以说，这是一本内容较为全
面的关于哈萨克族音乐文化方面的书籍。另外，还有《西域音乐史》( 宋博年、李强
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